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Abstract
The space which black and white or color images require to be stored
introduces one of the biggest problems in the field of Graphic Arts. A solution to
this problem is offered through the use of software programs that compress the
data of a scanned image. Compressing images without any consideration can
create other problems. These problems arise because each image has a
different structure .
It is possible to classify images into three main categories using as a criterion
the frequencies the images contain. The first category includes images that
contain high frequencies -a lot of detail and very small uniform areas. The
second category includes images with fewer frequencies
- less detail and larger
uniform areas. The third includes images with low frequencies - just a few (or
no) details and large uniform areas.
The main goal of this study was to set compression ratio standards according
to the structure of the images. A software program that does data compression
was used. Three 35 mm slides were used as well. The slides have been
chosen carefully so that the main topics were composed of frequencies in
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distinct ranges. All of the images were scanned at 300 pixels per inch. Then all
of the images were compressed at three specific compression ratios ( 5:1 , 8:1 ,
and 14:1) and then printed. Output size was 5x7 inches, the resolution was 256
dpi, and halftones were 150 lines per inch (LPI).
A group of forty people (twenty professionals and twenty novices) compared
the control image ( non compressed image) with each of the compressed
images. The Chi square test was used to analyze the data. The results indicate
that it is acceptable to compress images with low detail (like the image Shaving
Material) and medium detail (like the image Three Amigos) up to fourteen to one
(14:1), because any loss of data is apparently not detectable by the human eye.
On the other hand, images which contain a lot of detail (like the image Doll), can
not be compressed using the above (14:1) compression ratio without any loss of
information being detected. However these images can be compressed up to
8:1
,





Data compression is mainly used in communications. The reason for this is that
it is very expensive to transmit information through a simple telephone line (fax
machine ) or a satellite. For example, if someone had to transmit through a fax
machine a 200-dots-per-inch image of an 8 1/2 by 11 inch sheet of paper
without compressing the image, it would fill 4MB of memory and would require
approximately one hour to
transmit1 Thus a way to compress all these data, and
make this kind of communication less expensive, had to be found. As the use of
the computer became common in many fields, and as the amount of digital data
that had to be stored grew, the demand for data compression appeared.
The demand for data compression in each field of endeavor is different.
Some professions can not afford to loose any of the stored or transmitted data.
For example in the medical field, no loss of information is acceptable since a
small loss of image detail , or a missing letter from a document, can be life
threatening1. As a result, the software programs that are used in the medical
field can not compress data to a large degree. This kind of data compression is
1
called LOSSLESS compression.
In the field of Graphic Arts this restriction does not exist. On the other hand,
the demand for software programs which compress images to a great degree is
a concern. Imagine that each color or gray scale image contains information with
memory size ranging from 400K bytes to several megabytes. Having so much
data that needs to be stored brought about storage problems. The solution to
these problems is data compression. Commercial software exists which does
data compression and has been used by people in the graphic arts. The kind of
compression used in this field is called LOSSY compression.
Data Compression
The technique which reduces the amount of data by reducing the number of
bits used to describe a color image or a document, that is to be stored or
transmitted, is called data compression. Another definition for data compression
is: "It is a technique that takes advantage of the redundancies in files to turn
information into codes and create files that are smaller than the original file".2
Data compression is divided into two major groups: lossy and lossless
compression. Lossy compression has the ability to effect large amounts of
compression, in exchange for loosing some information. It is a very effective
mechanism in the graphic arts when applied to graphic images. Lossless
compression can not compress the original data a lot, because the input and
output must be exactly the same. This technique is used mainly to compress
database or word processing files.
How data compression works
Data compression consists of taking a stream of symbols and transforming
them into codes. Whenever compression is being done correctly the result will
be a new file smaller than the original. Data compression is a combination of
modeling and coding. The software first uses the model to accurately define the
probabilities that each symbol will occur and then uses a coder to create an














Figure 1. A Statistical Model with a Huffman Encoder.
Data compression is concerned with redundancy. As a result, it enters into the
field of Information Theory. Redundant information in a message uses extra bits
to encode. By getting rid of such redundancies it is possible to reduce the size of
the message. Information Theory uses the notion of Entropy as a measurement
of how much information is encoded in a message. The higher the entropy, the
more data the message contains. The entropy is calculated through the base two
logarithm, as follows:
Number of bits = -Log base 2 (probability)
The entropy of an entire message is the sum of the entropies of the individual
symbols in the message. Entropy deals with data compression in its
determination of how many bits of data are actually present in a message4.
In order to compress data researchers had to encode symbols with the same
number of bits that the symbols contain. For example, if symbols in an alphabet
contain eight bits, then they should be encoded with exactly eight bits. But, this
kind of coding was not helping progress. They had to come up with some other
solution. Huffman encoding is one of the first techniques which offered them this
opportunity. In Huffman encoding the more frequently a symbol is used, the
shorter its code. On the other hand the more infrequent the symbol, the longer
the code. For example, commonly used letters such as a, e, t, might receive
three bits, where letters like q, z, j, might receive eight bits5.
Previous paragraphs described how the encoder works. But the encoder is
not able to compress data if it does not have a model feeding it with appropriate
data. Lossless compression uses two different types of modeling: statistical or
dictionary compression. Statistical modeling reads in and encodes a single
symbol at a time using the probabilities of that character's appearance; while
dictionary modeling uses a code to encode a stream of
symbols6
Lossy compression differs from lossless compression in that it accepts a
slight loss of data in exchange for a higher level of compression. This type of
compression requires two passes. A first, high level pass, over the data
transforms the data into the frequency domain. Then data is
"smoothed"
(rounding off high and low points). A loss of signal occurs at this point. Finally the
frequency points are compressed using conventional lossless
techniques7
Different organizations study data compression. The one that has done the
most complete work on this subject, is the Joint Photographic Experts Group
(JPEG). This group has established a compression standard frequently used in
the graphic arts.
In the next chapter the way lossy compression and the JPEG method work
are described in more detail.
The problem
By scanning several color or gray scale images larger than a few square
inches in area, it is possible to fill a 100MB hard drive in less than an hour1. The
only solution to this storage problem is the use of data compression. Blindly
using the software programs that exist will cause other problems such as loss of
some data that the original image contained, possibly rendering the reproduction
unacceptable. The purpose of this research was to solve this problem by
establishing some compression ratio standards.
Endnotes
LSeiter, Charles. The Big Squeeze . MacWorld, January 1991. page128-135.
2. More Data Less Space . MacWord, November 1991 . Page 180
3. Nelson, Mark.The Data Compression Book . M & T Publishing, Inc, 1991.
page 14
4. Nelson, Mark.The Data Compression Book . M & T Publishing, Inc, 1991.
page 16
5.Seiter, Charles.Tfre Big Scueeze . MacWorld, January 1991. Pages 128
- 135
6. Nelson, Mark. The Data Compression Book . M & T Publishing, Inc, 1991 .
page 20
7. Nelson, Mark. The Data Compression Book. M & T Publishing, Inc, 1991.
page 24
Chapter 2
Theoretical Bases of the Study
Lossy Compression and the JPEG Standard
Graphic images have an advantage over conventional computer data files.
They can be slightly modified without any effect on image quality. It is possible to
make changes in a pixel, and if the modification has been done correctly, the
changes will go unnoticed. Desktop graphics use eight bits to define a single bit1.
During the past two decades, a great deal of emphasis was put on
compressing an image with minimum effect on image quality. Two
standardization organizations, the International Consultative Committee on
Telegraph and Telephone (CCITT) and the International Standard Organization
(ISO), have worked together on the subject of data compression. The result was
the creation of the Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG)2.
JPEG worked on both lossless and lossy compression. However, the most
interesting part of the work JPEG did was the work on lossy compression
techniques. The specifications that this group compiled are the most commonly
used today. This researcher adhered to those specifications for the purpose of
this study.
8
JPEG created a compressor able to compress a continuous tone image to
less than 10 percent of its original size. This is possible because the JPEG lossy










Figure 2. JPEG lossy compression
The Discrete Cosine Transformation
As it is shown in figure 2 at the first step of the JPEG lossy compression
technique the key is a mathematical transformation known as the Discrete
Cosine Transformation (DCT). The DCT takes a set of points from the spatial
domain and transforms them into an identical representation in the frequency
domain. The DCT can operate for two or for three dimensional signals3. When
the DCT operates on a three dimensional signal, the signal is plotted on a X, Y,
Z axis. The three dimensional signal represents a certain point of a graphical
image; where the X and Y axes are the two dimensions of the screen, and the Z
axis is the color at a specific X,Y coordinate. This is the spatial representation of
the signal. The DCT can be used to convert spatial information into
"frequency"
information4. With the X and Y axes representing signal frequencies in two
different dimensions. There is also an Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT)
function that converts the frequency information of the signal back to spatial
information. The DCT transformation formula is the following:
N-1 N-1
x=0 y=0




In the following table we give the formula for the IDCT.
N-1 N-1
Pixel(x,y)=^ c(i) CfljDCTdjjCOS I mm* I COS Il
x=0 y=0
C(X)= 1/2 if x is 0, else 1 if x > 0
Both of the above transformations are performed on a N x N matrix of pixel
values, yielding an N x N matrix of frequency coefficients5.
By using the DCT formula JPEG transforms the pixels to frequency
coefficients, having the same points as before. The DCT accomplishes the
above when it transforms data, this is the proper way for compressing data. In a
N -by-N matrix, all the elements in row 0 have a frequency component of zero in
one direction of the signal, and all the elements in column 0 have a frequency of
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zero in the other direction. As the rows and the columns move away from the
origin, the transformed DCT matrix represent higher frequencies. So, the
component found in row and column 0 (DC component) carry more useful
information about the image than those in other rows and columns. The DCT
transformation chooses the pieces of information that can be thrown away
without seriously affecting image quality6.
By examining the DCT and IDCT formulas it is clear that the calculation time
needed for each element depends upon the size of the matrix. So, as N
increases, the amount of time required to process each element in the DCT
output array will go up dramatically. As a result the amount of calculation needed
to perform a DCT transformation on a 256-by-256 gray scale is prohibitively
large. This is the reason that DCT breaks the image down into smaller blocks.
The size that JPEG selected for the DCT calculations is an 8x8 matrix. This type
of compression is referred to as "block
coding"
7.
The matrix position 0,0, (at the upper left corner of the matrix) is the "DC
coefficient". This value represents an average of the overall magnitude of the
input matrix. As the elements move farther from the DC coefficient, they tend to
decrease in magnitude. This means that on the output of the DCT, the
representation of the image is concentrated at the upper left coefficients of the
output matrix, and the less useful information are in the lower right coefficient of
11
the DCT matrix. An example of an input and output 8x8 DCT matrix is the
following:
Input Pixel matrix
140 144 147 140 140 155 179 175
144 152 140 147 140 148 167 179
152 155 136 167 163 162 152 172
168 145 156 160 152 155 136 160
162 148 156 148 140 136 147 162
147 167 140 155 155 140 136 162
136 156 123 167 162 144 140 147
148 155 136 155 152 147 147 136
Output DCT matrix
186 -18 15 -9 23 -9 -14 19
21 -34 26 -9 -11 11 14 7
-10 -24 -2 6 -18 3 -20 -1
-8 -5 14 -15 -8 -3 -3 8
-3 10 8 1 -11 18 18 15
4 -2 -18 8 8 -4 1 -7
9 1 -3 4 -1 -7 -1 -2
0 -8 -2 2 1 4 -6 0
Figure 3. The DCT on a Block of Pixels.
Quantization
As it is shown in figure 2, JPEG performs the compression in three steps. The
first step is the DCT which is a lossless transformation and actually takes more
space to store the output matrix than the original one. That means that in this
stage there is no compression8. The DCT prepares for the Lossy or quantization
stage of the process. The input to the DCT function is an 8x8 pixel values. In the
output the values can range from a low of -1 ,024 to a high of +1 ,023, occupying
eleven bits. At this point something must reduce the size of the bits required for
12
storage of the DCT matrix.
The process performed at this stage is called "Quantization". As Nelson said:
"Quantization is simply the process of reducing the number of bits needed to
store an integer value by reducing the precision of the integer".
After the DCT image has been compressed, it is possible to further reduce
the precision of the coefficients by moving away from the DC coefficient
positioned at the origin.The farther away the elements are from the DC
coefficient the less the elements contribute to the graphical image, the less
JPEG care about maintaining rigorous precision in their values.
The JPEG algorithm implements quantization by using a quantization matrix.
The quantization matrix gives a quantum value for each element into the DCT
matrix. This value can range from 1 to 255, and indicates what the step size will
be for the element in the compressed reduction. The most important element in
the picture will be encoded with a small size, size one, offering the most
precision. All these transformations take place through the following formula:
DCT(i D
Quantized Value ,; *= -= - Rounded to nearest integer
l'> \) Quantum
^ ^
As there is an inverse DCT function, an inverse formula exists for the
quantization faction, performed during decoding. This is the following formula :




There are two experimental approaches that test different quantization
schemes. The first checks the mathematical error between the input and the
output image after it has been decompressed; while the second tries to
determine the effect of decompression on the human eye, which sometimes
does not correspond to the mathematical differences in error levels. The
quantization matrix can be defined during runtime, when compression takes
place. That gives us the opportunity to choose the matrix we will use, and
furthermore the compression ratio an operator will use. "By choosing
extraordinary high step sizes for most DCT coefficients, we get excellent
compression ratios and poor image quality"10 says Mark Nelson.
The Zig-Zag Sequence
The final step of the JPEG process is coding the quantized image. The JPEG
coding phase is made through three different steps. The first step changes the
DC coefficient at 0,0 from an absolute value to a relative value. After that, the
coefficients of the image are arranged in the "zig-zag sequence". The next step
is to encode the coefficients using first the run-length encoding and then the
Entropy coding11.
One reason the JPEG algorithm is able to compress so effectively is that a
large number of coefficients in the DCT image are reduced to zero values in the
coefficient quantization stage. Since many values are set to zero the JPEG
committee decided not to handle those values as it handles other coefficient
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values. The zero values are coded through the Run-Length encoding (RLE)
logarithm. A simple code is developed that gives a count of consecutive zero
values in the image. As it is mentioned previously, a lot of the coefficients are
quantized to zero in many images. The result is an outstanding compression12- A
graphical representation of the
"zig-zag"
sequence is given at the following page.
In the zig-zag sequence, the JPEG algorithm moves through the block along
diagonal paths, selecting what should be the highest value elements first, and
working its way toward the values likely to be lowest. During the zig-zag
sequence the DCT block will be reordered and the JPEG algorithm will output
the elements using an "entropy
encoding"
mechanism. The output has RLE built
into it. The output of the entropy encoder consist of a sequence of three tokens,
repeated until the block is complete. The three tokens look like this:
Run Length: The number of consecutive zeros that preceded the current
element in the DCT output matrix.
Bit Count: The number of bits to follow in the amplitude number.
Amplitude: The amplitude of the DCT coefficient.
At this point, the coding sequence used is a combination of Huffman codes
and variable-length integer coding. The run-length and bit count values are
combined to form a Huffman code that is output. The bit count refers to the
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3.4/ 3.5> 3.6/ 3.7
4^/ 4.1 V 4.2/ 4.3/ 4.4/ 4.5> 4.6> 4W
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6T^ 6.1> 6.2y'.3/ 6.4> 6.5> 6.6/* 6W
7.0V 7 1/ 7.2V 73/ 7.4V 75> 7.6V 77
Figure 4. The path of the zig-zag sequence.
What about color?
To this point, how to compress images that have only one color ( a gray
scale) has been described. The question now is what does one do with an
image that contains more than one color.
Color images generally contain three components. Red, green, and blue.
JPEG treats each image as if it were three separate images. That means that an
image which contains more than one color, would first have the red component
compressed. The commercial software would follow the procedure described
above and it will compress all the data for the red component. Then the green
16
component will be compressed. Finally, always through the above procedure the
blue component will be compressed13.
Endnotes
1 . Nelson, Mark. The Data Compression Book . M & T Publishing, Inc 1991 .
pages 349-350.
2. Nelson, Mark. The Data Compression Book . M & T Publishing, Inc 1991 .
pages 353.
3. Nelson, Mark. The Data Compression Book . M & T Publishing, Inc 1991 .
pages 354-355.
4. Nelson, Mark. 777e Dafa Compression Book . M & T Publishing, Inc 1991 .
pages 356-357.
5. Nelson, Mark. The Data Compression Book . M & T Publishing, Inc 1991 .
pages 357.
6. Nelson, Mark. The Data Compression Book . M & T Publishing, Inc 1991 .
pages 359.
7 Nelson, Mark. The Data Compression Book . M & T Publishing, Inc 1991 .
pages 360.
8. Nelson, Mark. The Data Compression Book . M & T Publishing, Inc 1991.
pages 363-364.




10. Nelson, Mark. The Data Compression Book . M & T Publishing, Inc 1991 .
page 366.
11 . Nelson, Mark. The Data Compression Book . M & T Publishing, Inc 1991 .
page 369.
12. Nelson, Mark. The Data Compression Book . M & T Publishing, In 1991 .
pages 369-370.
13. Nelson, Mark. The Data Compression Book . M & T Publishing, Inc 1991 .
pages 372-373.
Chapter 3
Review of the Literature
The demand for data compression in the field of graphic arts was created
only a few years ago. The result is that very little literature specific to the graphic
arts exists on this topic. On the other hand some literature does exists in the
computer science field. This researcher mainly focused on magazines articles.
The main goal was to compare commercial software products that do
compression and give some brief explanations about JPEG.
As it is discussed in MacWorld1
"
a single Adobe Photoshop document can
eat up a dozen megabytes of disk space. To deal with the need to squeeze ever
more data onto tape, tape drive manufactures are turning to data compression".
From this statement it becomes clear that the storage space that a hard drive
provides is not enough to store more than a few images without compressing
them.
As Charles Seiter says
"
each character can be represented as an ASCII
byte, and each byte takes 8 bits of space in the file"2. If someone stores a file
formed from characters with the above characteristics, he will very soon discover
19
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he is running out of space.
"
Huffman encoding the simplest compression scheme, uses a very
straightforward principle: replace symbols with codes of varying lengths. The
more frequently a symbol is used, the sorter its code"3 says Seiter
Other methods exist but the one which is the most effective is the one that
JPEG introduced.
"You may not consider it before, but the obiquitous fax machine is based on
image compression"4. In this area, the need for data compression occurred a lot
of years ago because every transmition is very expensive. Researchers had to
decrease the time that a file needs to be transmitted through a simple telephone
machine or a satellite.
Today this problem also exists in the graphic arts field as desktop publishing
becomes increasingly popular.
One of the commercial software products that does data compression is
Colorsqueeze from Kodak.
"
The Colorsqueeze is the easiest product to use for color image
compression. Using the Kodak implementation of JPEG, you can specify
one of three compression levels - high, medium, or normal- for 24 bit
PICT or TIFF source files"5.
Seiter suggests that this software is very effective and that it is almost
impossible to detect any kind of difference between "the original and a version
that has been compressed and then
decompressed"6when a operator uses the
normal or medium compression level that the software offers. On the other hand
the differences are detectable when he is using the high compression level. This
21
is the commercial software product that is used for the purposes of this study.
On the other hand, Bruce Fraser in his article in Publish magazine, suggest
that Colorsqueeze is an old program that is beginning to show its age. Also, he
adds the following:
"..., the software-only compression is quite slow and uses a proprietary file
format, KIC, that is recognized only by Colorsqueeze. The program offers three
levels of compression, all of which fall in the useful range, but the resulting
images tended to look washed out compared to those from other products.
Colorsqueeze includes a decompression utility that can be freely distributed
along with the images but lack a plug-in for Photoshop. For casual use, it gets
the job done, but better alternatives are available"7.
Colorsqueeze along with other commercial software is based on the JPEG
standard. As Bruce Fraser says "the final draft of the JPEG standard is now in
circulation to the member nations and is expected to be ratified later this
year,..."8.
Endnotes
1 . More Data Less Space . MacWord, November 1991 . Page 180
2.Seiter, Charles. The Big Squeeze . MacWorld, January 1991. page128-135.
3.Seiter, Charles. The Big Squeeze . MacWorld, January 1991. page128-135.
4.Seiter, Charles. The Big Squeeze . MacWorld, January 1991. page128-135.
5.Seiter, Charles. The Big Squeeze . MacWorld, January 1991. page128-135.
6.Seiter, Charles. The Big Squeeze MacWorld, January 1 991 . pagel 28-1 35.
7. Fraser, Bruce. JPEG products cutMac files down to size . Publish, April 1992.
pages 60 - 63.




Statement of the Problem
One of the main problems created when an image has to be stored is storage
space. This problem is amplified when the image contains color. The solution to
the problem is the use of software that compresses data. This technique solves
the problem, but compressing the images causes a loss of information. This
study looked at ways in which it is possible to compress an image and loose
information that will not affect the quality of the reproduction. The objectives of
this study were:
1 . To prove that image content will determine the optimum amount
of data compression that can be applied to an image without being
detected by a human observer; and
2. To make recommendations for additional studies on data




If images of varying detail from low to high are compressed using the JPEG
standard method, the amount of data compression that can be applied to an
image without being detected by a human observer will be the same in all cases.
Chapter 5
Methodology
This chapter describes how the researcher designed the study and
collected the data. Three images were carefully chosen for this study. Those
images were (see appendix B):
First image: Shaving materials.
This image belongs to the first category; it contains low
frequencies - just a few or no detail and large uniform areas.
Second image: Three amigos.
This image belongs to the second category; it contains more
frequencies - more detail and smaller uniform areas.
Third image: Doll.
This image belongs to the third category; it contains high
frequencies -a lot of detail and very small uniform areas.
The three images were 35 mm transparencies. All images were scanned on
the Nicon scanner1 using Photoshop 2.0
software1
. They were saved in a TIFF
format.
1 .See appendix A for a complete list of equipment and materials used in this thesis
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The size of each scanned image was 5x7 inches; the resolution was 256
pixel per inch. These files were stored on a SyQuest removable cartridge (7.1
MB required per image).
The next step was to recall the data using the Colorsqueeze software. This
software compresses color images in a RGB mode using the JPEG standards.
The software is limited to compressing images in a format other than KIC (Kodak
Image Compression). Thus each image had to be converted to KIC format in
order to be compressed.
One of three compression levels offered by the software was chosen. The
three levels are: high, medium, and normal (low) compression. The researcher's
objective was to compress each of the images in 5:1 , 10:1 , and 20:1
compression ratio. Unfortunately the Colorsqeeze software only allows 5:1, 8:1,
and 14:1 compressing ratios.
Using these three ratios, each image was compressed. The results for
each picture and corresponding compression ratios were:
Shaving: Original file size: 7.1 MB.
Normal compression: Original file reduced by: 94%
Compressed file size: 465K
Medium compression: Original file reduced by: 96%
Compressed file size: 306K
High compression: Original file reduced by: 98%
Compressed file size: 160K
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Three Amigos: Original file size: 7.1 MB.
Normal compression. Original file reduced by: 94%
Compressed file size: 491 K
Medium compression: Original file reduced by: 96%
Compressed file size: 323K
High compression: Original file reduced by: 98%
Compressed file size: 157K
Doll: Original file size: 7.1 MB.
Normal compression. Original file reduced by: 92%
Compressed file size: 71 4K
Medium compression: Original file reduced by: 94%
Compressed file size: 482K
High compression: Original file reduced by: 96%
Compressed file size: 21 3K
Each compression process took approximately seven minutes to complete.
The next step was to decompress the images. The decompression process took
about six minutes for each of the files. After the images were decompressed, the
researcher had to resize them because during the compression
- decompression
stage their size changed. After that, he changed the format from KIC to TIFF.
The size of the decompressed files was the same as the file that contained the
data of the control image. To convert the image format Photoshop 2.0 software
was used.
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Using the same software the researcher changed the mode in which the
images were. Thus the mode was changed from RGB to CMYK. This change
allows separations to be made.
After the mode changed the file's size grew from 7.1 MB to 9.3 MB. That
happened because each time a particular pixel was described, using three bits
from the RGB mode now in the CMYK mode, the same pixel was described
using four bits. At this point the images were in a TIFF format and CMYK mode.
The above were performed on a Macintosh llsi2 and a Macintosh CX2 (on which
a 44 SyQuest2 external hard drive was connected).
The next step was to do the separations. The hardware used here was a
Macintosh CX with a 44 MB SyQuest external hard drive and the Agfa 9600S
imagesetter2. The output was four 5x7 inch positive films for each one of the
images. The screen ruling selected was 150 lines per inch. After the images
were on film, Dupont Chromalin proofs were made.
At this point the researcher had four proofs for each of the three images.
One of the four proofs was the control image, which was uncompressed. The
other three were the 5:1, 8:1, and 14:1 compressed images. As a result there
were two groups of images: the control group (uncompressed image), and the
experimental group (compressed image).
Three comparisons were made. One was the 5:1 compressed image with
2. See appendix A for a complete list of equipment and materials used in this thesis.
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the control image; the second was the 8:1 compressed image with the control
image; and the third was the 14:1 compressed image with the control image. The
evaluation for each pair of images was made by a group of forty people.
This group was divided into two smaller groups of twenty people. The first
group was made up of professional people related to the graphic arts area
(graduate students and faculty members), while the second group was made
with randomly selected people who are not related to this area.
All observers were asked to compare the images under a 5000K light
source. Another requirement was to have observations made between 15 and 20
inches from the images.
During the time the observers viewed each pair of images they were asked
the following question: "which image do you
prefer."
In case an observer did not
have a preference, she/he was forced to choose one of the images. The
observers were exposed to the same pair of images twice, to check for
consistency of responses by each observer. The observers were viewing each
time a pair of images from a different category of image.
The following figure displays the results of the test. 0-| , O2, O3 represent
the control image each time the observers were compared it with one of the
compressed images. T-| , T2 represent the two times each pair of images was
viewed to the observer.
The collected data were analyzed using the Chi Square test. The results are




0] 5:1 02 8:1 03 14:1 01 5:1 02 8:1 03 14:1
T] 11 9 12 8 13 7 11 9 8 12 12 8
T2 n 9 12 8 11 9 12 8 8 12 13 7
Three Amigos
NOVICE PROFESSIONALS
Ol 5:1 02 8:1 3 14:1 Ol 5:1 02 8:1 03 14:1
Ti 10 10 13 7 12 8 8 12 9 11 12 8
T2 11 9 12 8 12 8 10 10 11 9 13 7
Doll
NOVICE PROFESSIONALS
Ol 5:1 02 8:1 03 14:1 Ot 5:1 o2 8:1 03 14:1
T! 12 8 14 6 14 6 9 11 13 7 18 2
T2 14 6 13 7 14 6 9 11 10 10 18 2
Figure 5. The collected data.
Chapter 6
Results
In this study the hypothesis is stated in null form (there will be no preference
for all type of images). The researcher tested this hypothesis with the Chi-square
statistic at an alpha level of 0.051. Each comparison was examined separately. In
each chart below the numbers in parentheses are the expected values, where
the others are the sum of the first and second time the observers looked at each
pair of images. There is one degree of freedom in each comparison.
Shaving materials ( pair 0-, - 5:1).
Oi 5 :1
Novice 22 (22.5) 18(17.5)
Pro. 23 (22.5) 17(17.5)
The calculated chi-square value is x2= 0.050. The critical chi-square value for
one degree of freedom is x2o.os,i
- 3.841 . Since the computed chi-square value
is less than the critical chi-square value, the hypothesis is accepted. Thus no
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preference is indicated for control versus 5:1 compressed image.
Shaving materials ( pair 02 - 8:1)
o2 8:1
Novice 24 (20) 16(20)
Pro. 16(20) 24 (20)
The computed chi-square value is x2= 3.200. The critical chi-square value for
this pair, for one degree of freedom, is x20.05,i=3.841 . Since the computed chi-
square value is less than the critical chi-square value, the hypothesis is




Shaving materials ( pair 03 - 14:1)
Os 14 :1
Novice 24(24.5) 16 (15.5)
Pro. 25 (24.5) 15 (15.5)
For the third pair of images for the image Shaving material, the computed chi-
square is x2= 0.052. The critical chi-square is x2o.os,i= 3-841 .Since the computed
chi-square value is less than the critical chi-square value, the hypothesis is
accepted. Thus no preference is indicated for control versus 14:1 compressed
image.
The results for the image Three amigos are given on the following page.
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Three Amigos ( pair O^ - 5:1).
o, 5 :1
Novice 21 (19.5) 19(20.5)
Pro. 18(19.5) 22 (20.5)
The computed chi-square for this pair is x2= 0.448. The critical chi-square for
one degree of freedom is x2o.o5,i= 3.841 . Since the computed chi-square value is
less than the critical chi-square value, the hypothesis is accepted. Thus no
preference is indicated for control versus 5:1 compressed image.
Three Amigos ( pair 02 - 8:1).
0, 8:1
Novice 25 (22.5) 15(17.5)
Pro. 20 (22.5) 20(17.5)
The two chi-square values for this pair are the following: x2= 1 -268, and
X2o.05,i= 3.841 . Since the computed chi-square value is less than the critical chi-
square value, the hypothesis is accepted. Thus no preference is indicated for
control versus 8:1 compressed image.
On the following page the data for the third pair of the image Three Amigos is
given. The computed chi-square, x2= 0.052, is less than the critical value,
x2o.o5,i=3.841, Since the computed chi-square value is less than the critical chi-
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square value, the hypothesis is accepted. Thus no preference is indicated for
control versus 14:1 compressed image.
Three Amigos ( pair 03 - 14:1).
Os 14 :1
Novice 24 (24.5) 16 (15.5)
Pro. 25 (24.5) 15(15.5)
In the following paragraphs the calculations for the third image (Doll) are
given.
Doll (pair O^ -51).
Ot 5 :1
Novice 26 (22) 14(18)
Pro. 18 (22) 22 (18)
The computed chi-square is equal to 3.230. On the other hand the critical is
equal to 3.841. Since the computed chi-square value is less than the critical chi-
square value, the hypothesis is accepted. Thus no preference is indicated for
control versus 5:1 compressed image.
For the pair of images 02-8:1 the result from the calculations for the
computed chi-square is: x2= 0.266. The critical chi-square for one degree of
freedom is: x2o.o5,i=3-841. The null hypothesis is rejected when the computed
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chi-square value is equal to or greater than the critical value. Since this is not the




Novice 27(25) 13 (15)
Pro. 23 (25) 17(15)
Doll (pair 02- 14:1).
O3 14 :1
Novice 28(32) 12(8)
Pro. 36 (32) 4(8)
This is the collected data for the last pair of images. The computed value is
X2= 5.000, and the critical value is x2o.05,i=3-841 . Since the computed chi-square
value is greater than the critical value, the hypothesis is rejected. That means
that there is a preference: The observers preferred the control image when they
compare it with the 14 :1 compressed image.
The goal of this study was to examine if it is acceptable to compress various
images with the highest compression ratio with commercial software such as
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Colorsqueeze from Kodak. In this study the hypothesis which was stated in a null
form is the following:
"If images of varying detail from low to high are compressed using the JPEG
standard method, the amount of data compression that can be applied to an
image without being detected by a human observer will be the same in all
cases."
By examining the result that the chi-square test gave, it is clear that the
alternative hypothesis is rejected and the null hypothesis is accepted for all but
one image pairs. In most cases neither the eye of the experts nor the eye of the
novice participants could detect any deference between the control and
compressed images. From these results, the following observation is made.
It is acceptable to compress images with low detail (like the image Shaving
Material) and medium detail (like the image Three Amigos) fourteen to one
(14:1), because any loss of data is apparently not detectable by the human eye.
On the other hand, images which contain a lot of detail (like the image Doll), can
not be compressed using the above (14:1) compression ratio without any loss of
information being detected, because the chi-square test shows that the
observers preferred the control image when they compared it with the
compressed image. However these images can be compressed up to 8:1, and
any loss of detail up to this compression ratio, will not be detected.
Endnotes
1 . Dowdy, Shirley andWearden, Stanley. Statistics for Research . John Wiley &




There are a number of other tests that can be performed to examine the
effect of compression on color images. The first recommendation is to repeat the
same test using higher compression ratios. From the results of this study it is
clear that the 14:1 compression ratio used as the highest compression ratio did
not make any significant changes to the compressed images with the exception
of the image Doll. Maybe the use of higher ratios would produce significant
differences. For images in the third category the maximum compression ratio
falls somewhere between eight (8:1) and fourteen (14:1), but it is not known
exactly where.
Another similar test could take place after the researcher performs color
correction to the images that she/he will use. There is a possibility that some of
the observers chose one of the images when they were asked to do so, because
they were able to identify some color differences from the control image to the
compressed one. Therefore, it would be interesting to see in a similar project
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how people respond if any changes to color appeared from the color corrected
control image to the compressed image.
Finally, there is always the possibility of doing something similar but instead
of asking "which image do you prefer", ask other questions. Those questions




which image contains more information". Another study can be designed in such
a way that the researcher would ask more than one question at a time. For
example she/he can ask:
a. Which image has more detail?
b. In which image do you prefer the colors?
c. Which image has better contrast?
The need for data compression is growing as the computer becomes
established in the desktop publishing. Further studies would help to determine
whether or not limits exist as well as discover possible negative side effects.
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